
Born in 1967 in Milan, he graduated with honours (cum laude) in 1992 at Milan University, with a graduation thesis about 
surgical correction of intersexual genitalia, and in 1997 he specialized at Pavia University in Reconstructive Plastic and 
Aesthetic Surgery with a graduation thesis about complications in breast augmentation surgery. Before going back to 
Italy, he spent most of his specialization period in the USA and Israel by focusing on genital surgery and breast surgery.

In 1998, he was permanently employed as a medical manager of the plastic surgery ward at IRCCS Fondazione 
Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico Mangiagalli in Milan. Since 1998 up to today (2018), he has been working there, being in 
charge of the Genital Plastic Surgery and Breast Reconstruction Surgery, as well as of tissue rejuvenation surgery 
(lipofilling, prp, staminality).

In addition, he regularly cooperates with several hospital wards: Senology
(breast reconstruction after breast cancer surgery and malformations),
Gynecology (malformations, lichen sclerosus, vulvovaginal oncoplastic surgery, correction of complications after uro-
gynecologic surgery and infibulation), Cell factory (research on cellularity and staminality of fatty tissue), Pediatric 
Urology (genital malformations and post-surgical outcomes), Genetics (neurofibromatosis).
He has totalled as many as 8,000 surgical operations certified in the public healthcare system.
He is a reference point of the Italian Association of Plastic Surgeons - Sicpre
(Società Italiana di Chirurgia Plastica) for genital surgery, as well as a member of the executive committee of Aigef 
(Italian Association for aesthetic and functional gynecology) and of Grirg and Cerrg.

He also joins ASPS, ISAPS and ISPRES. He is a visiting professor of genital surgery at the universities of Milan and of 
Nimes Montpellier (Fr). In the field of genital surgery, for over 10 years he has been invited as a guest speaker and 
travelling professor and asked to perform operations during international courses and congresses.
He published many scientific papers and co-wrote 5 books, including the chapter about fatty tissue and genitals within 
Sydney Coleman's book about lipofilling and tissue rejuvenation, considered as a milestone in that field.

Within the scope of aesthetic surgery, he focuses on secondary breast surgery and correction of outcomes of breast 
augmentation surgery, as well as aesthetic-functional genital surgery, rejuvenation and staminal surgery, minimally 
invasive palpebral and facial surgery.
For over 20 years, he has extensively used lasers and state-of-the-art technology.
He performs aesthetic medical treatments by way of tissue rejuvenation or
simple filling procedures. For these treatments, he also uses fatty tissue in
minimally invasive preparations (nano- and ultrananofatgraft) and prp.

Being an expert in hyaluronic acid and botulin, he is often invited to teach on that matter.


